
A Gift to the City Leaders and the People of Pittsburgh: 
 

A Sacred Mayan T’zite Ceremony 
Forecasting our City’s future 

 
Generously given by Don Alejandro Oxlaj (13th generation Mayan High Priest, 
Primary Keeper of the teachings, visions and prophecies of the Mayan people, Day 
Keeper of the Mayan Calendar, Grand Elder of the Mayan Council of Elders of Guatemala, 
and Indigenous Advisor to Guatemalan President Colom), to Vikki Hanchin, on 
behalf of the City of Pittsburgh, upon his historic visit to Pittsburgh, 
12/13/2007, as a unique cross-cultural gift. 

 
This Ceremony addresses Pittsburgh’s future, specifically how we will 
make the shift into a renowned global spiritual/healing center predicted 
by Nance Stewart and Frank Keller. The T’zite Ceremony is the ancient 
Mayan method for obtaining a divinely-guided forecast of future events, 
expressed in metaphor and symbolic language. All Indigenous cultures 
have their methods for receiving Spirit guidance. 

 
The T’zite Ceremony Forecast for Pittsburgh 

 
The present situation: The T’zite Oracle shows that the city has many 
worries about how things are at this moment: there is confusion, 
corruption, and disarray in general.  
 
Next: it is shown that there are those with a good way of thinking, with 
ability to see truly what is really happening at the deeper levels, beyond 
the superficial level of appearances. 
 
Choice, there are two paths: the city is still walking the path down into a 
dark ravine, to a low place, but there are those still trying to find the 
better, healthier path. 
 
The challenge: How can Pittsburgh emerge together in a safe way from 
this dark, low ravine? How can this be done, with so many in Pittsburgh 
who are asleep? 
 
The Outcome: The T’zite shows a promising outcome, the best possible 
outcome, of hope and solutions. There could have been outcomes of no 
hope, being stuck in that ravine. Or an outcome of at least having some 
company stuck with each other in that dark ravine. Or an outcome of an 
exhausting struggle to come out. But this T’zite shows the best possible 
outcome, it shows that in a world of living like in  nighttime, in darkness, 



that the sun comes and illuminates our steps. Solutions are coming for 
these serious problems. 
 
The Hope: Hope is within the community already here. There are 
authorities and there are community people who understand this higher 
path, and who see already how to set things right, to set the course to 
the higher path. It is a worthy struggle. 
 
Caution: When inviting guidance, use discernment that the person is 
legitimate in serving the greater good. In Pittsburgh and in the world, 
there are entanglements of greed and confusion that do not lead to the 
greater good. 
 
But the times are changing, and Pittsburgh is being born now into 
destiny to assist this change, this transformation. 
 
Those walking the higher path in wisdom will untangle the knots of 
confusion and help us all become free.  
 
Next, the T’zite shows strength: In time, Pittsburgh’s work on that 
higher path will be like the force of a tornado. This tornado swirls like a 
woman’s skirts and hair, and when she swirls, her movement brings 
others into the higher force. Pittsburgh is the spirit of that 
movement.  
 
Next, the T’zite shows death—but not literal physical death: There is 
helpful communication with the wisdom of those gone before, the 
ancestors, and ideas resurrecting to serve the higher good. Not far into 
the future, more and more people will join together to deal with the big 
problems. A big community of women and men, a big community 
involved. 
 
The outcome: Pittsburgh is moving onto the higher path, and step by 
step we will see the beneficial effect. Do not fear, but keep working 
together using intelligence and awareness, not force. 
 
Here in Pittsburgh, we will link with other cities in similar struggle 
who will also rise up, and join us, seeing our higher path.  
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